
Alessandro Locatelli, Rocche Costamagna’s owner and winemaker, had made some very 
enthusiastic pronouncements about the quality of his new vintage releases and so we
had high expectations when we tasted the wines. Happily, we were not disappointed.  He has 
now been at the helm of the family Domaine for over three decades and the hard work that 
he’s put in in the vineyards and the investment made in the winery are shining through in the 
excellence of his wines.

After a warm April, which facilitated a good flowering and sunny weather throughout June and July Alessandro knew 
that he was in for a bountiful and early harvest in 2011. In spite of the hot days, the grapes retained their acidity as 
temperatures dropped at night and the vines did not suffer from the lack of rain as the wet winter had filled the deep 
water reserves. A little rain at the start of September and again on 17th refreshed the vines and the Nebbiolo enjoyed 
a gentle and sustained ripening up to harvest which took place under clear skies. Alessandro likens his 2011 Riserva to 
the quality of the 1990 vintage. We have much to look forward to.

2013 was more challenging for the Piedmontese when a wet spring caused potential problems in the vineyards, with 
the threat of rot, and so the growers needed to be extra vigilant. Flowering was interrupted by rain which presaged 
a smaller harvest but August was settled, with temperatures cooler than average and that weather pattern continued 
into September with particularly cold nights. Harvesting took place from the second week in October, the long, slow 
ripening period producing Nebbiolo grapes with superb aromatics and the result is exceptional Barolo with lower 
alcohol levels, gorgeous fruit expression and enticing aromas. 

Wines are offered in bond and subject to remaining unsold. This offer closes on Friday 5th May for onward delivery in mid-June 2017
To order these extremely popular wines, please call us on 01353 721 999

Arneis 2016  6 per case £36

Bright gold with a fresh, perfumed nose of white flowers, tight and restrained, leading to a palate of bright white fruits, 
again very reined in, slightly less tropical than in previous years but with more gravitas going to a lovely fresh finish. 
Give it a couple of months and it will be raring to go. Drink 2017-2018

Barolo 2013  6 per case £90

Pale red black to light brick on the rim with a nose of sweet, pruney black fruit, fresh yet evolving, leafy and really 
appealing, leading to a palate of juicy red fruits with a hint of underbrush and violets, tarry and musky with a distant 
spice on the finish. Very approachable already with supple tannins, this will also last for a several years.
Drink 2017-2024

Barolo Rocche Annunziata 2013 bottles 6 per case £108
 magnum 1 per case £50

Close to La Morra, Rocche Annunziata is one of the named zones considered the equivalent of a ‘cru’ whose defining 
features are poise, elegance and perfume. Pale red black to brick on the rim, with strong black cherry fruit on the nose, 
fresh tobacco too, yet relatively tight, leading to a palate of more overt tarry black fruit, concentrated, rich and ripe yet 
supremely elegant and going to a long, evolving finish. If drinking now, it would benefit from decanting, otherwise leave 
for a couple of years to mature in the bottle. Drink 2019-2024

Barolo Riserva Rocche Annunziata 2011 bottles 6 per case £160
 magnum 1 per case £70
 double magnum 1 per case £140

From the same vineyard but made only in the best vintages, with a minimum of five years ageing prior to release, three 
of which are in oak. Vibrant red black with a little brick on the rim, the nose is of Morello cherry, smoky with a hint 
of almond, really alluring with some distant grilled notes leading to a palate of big, rich, tarry black fruit, again notes of 
almond essence, with a fine tannic backbone and a distant floral note going to a long, broad finish. Truly delicious.
Drink 2020-2029+
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